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To all whcmit muy cmcern: is to be eliminated by its use. Such a neces- 
Be i t  known that I, FREDERICK W. LHLE~ sity of individual trial and fitting is obvi- 

a citizen of the United States, residing a t ,  ously an extreme disadvantage for practical 
Toronto, in the county of York and Provmce purposes. It is the object of my invention GO 

5 of Ontario, in  the Dominion of Canada, to overcome this by providing such s base 
have invented a new and useful Base for that a bulb already etched or  s~lvered can be 
Incandescent Lamps, of which the follow- placed in any socket so as to have the de- 
in is a specification. sired location. The means by which this is 

%Iy invention relates to improvements in accomplished will be evident from the $01- 68 
ao lamp bases of the type generally known as lowing description taken in conjunction with 

"Ediswan" or "bayonet" and used on auto- the accompanying drawings. 
mobile and other lamps likely to be sub- Referring to the drawings Figure f shows 
jected to vibration and jarring. Such bases a top view of a lamp and base, the axis of 
consist of a cylindrical metal shell into one $he base bein c o n s i d p d  as horizontal as %@ 

16 end of which the neck of the lamp bulb is generally use% in servloe; part  of the base 
cemented and the other end of which i s  is supposed to  be cut away showing a, sec- 
closed by a glass plug in which are set tion of its interior. Figure 2 shows an end 
terminals into which the lead wires of the view of the base giving &he method of ar- 
lamp are soldered. In use this cylhdr icd ranging &hB &Qr,mind plates by which current ?B 

20 base fits inside a metal socket sleeve in the enters a so called "'double contact9' base. Fig- 
sides of which are cut longitudinal slots ure 3 shows in enlarged size a detail of con- 
which engage pins projecting radially from struction of the base. Figure 4 shows a 
the lamp base. In to  notches in  the sides of section through a socket of the 6'double con- 
these slots the pins aforesaid are,pushed m d  tact" type with the lamp in position, Fig- 88 

25 held by spring plungers carried in the sock& uie 5 gives a similar view of a "single con- 
base. These plungers also make contact with tact" socket. Figure 6 shows an outside 
the terminal plates described above as set view of a portion of the wall of the lamp 
in the lamp base and thus carry current to socket and shows particularly the form of 
the lamp filament. Now by reason of the a slotted recess in the same. 85 

30 fixed location of the recesses or slots in the Referring to Figure 1, the letter A denotes 
socket wall and of the pins in the lamp base the lamp bulb of the usual type enclosing the 
the position of the lamp bulb is fixed with filament B supported b the leads -C and 
regard to the socket and the structure which D sealed into the neck 3? The letter F de- 
supports the latter. I n  the case of certain notes a cylindrical metal collar into the for- 80 

36 types of lamp, notably those in which por- ward end of which the neck E is cemented, 
tions of the bulb are silvered or etched, this and the other end of which is closed by the 
feature is disadvantageous in that  it is de- plug G of insulating material such as glass. 
sirable to be able to turn the lamp inside I n  this insulating material are set two hrmi- 
the socket so as to bring the etched or nal plates H, H, shown more clearly in Fig- @8 

40 silvered area all a$ one particular side, of ure 2, to which are soldered the leads C 
the socket and cut off light in the direction and D. This end of the cylinder F has a 
adjacent thereto. Thus for instance the shoulder hB encircling it the forward edge 
spherical bulb of an automobile headlamp of which has one or more teeth, W/i[, pro- 
may be so etched that. when placed in posi- jecting from it. Enclosing the body of the %@O 

45 tion, it absorbs the light rays which would cylinder P and sliding easily along and about 
normally be projected forward and upward i t  is a second cylindrical collar I< of such 
with-the resultant production of offensive outside diameter as to fit easily 'inside the 

However, the position of the slots socket for which the lamp base is designed. 
of the socket wall is a matter of chance since Projecting radially from the outer surface 108 

58 no care is usually taken in assembling the of M are pins L, E, adapted to engage in the 
headlamp to give them any predetermined slots in the walP of the ordinary Ediswan 
standard location. Therefore th'e precise socket. Figures 4 and 5 show these pins 
position the bnlb will have when in place, L, L, so engaging the slots in the malls Q 
and so the exact portion of i t  t o  be etched, of such sockets. The adjacent edge of the 110 

so must be determined by trial in the particn- collar K is indented with numerous teeth of 
jar socket in which i t  is to 1)e nstd if glare such size and spacing that  the projections 



M of the cylinder Hi' can eniage with them to the other; Figure 2 shows the arrange- 
when the collar R is gushed back upon the ment of the terminal plates 8, H, on the 
cylinder B away from the lamp bulb A. lamp base. ' 
This is shown in more detail in Figure 3 I n  the case of the single-contact base illus- 

I which represents a developed view of w, por- trated in  F i m r e  5 there is only one kr- 70 
tion of the wall of the base. I n  Figure 3, minal plate 8 which is at  thp center of the 
K is a portion of the collar similarly lettered lamp base; tho second lamp lead wire is 
in Figure 1, J is the shoulder on the cylinder soldered to the cylinder P forming, the wall 
F and M is the pro'ection above described of the base. Current from the battery enters 

ao on J. Projection Bd can thus engage with the socket wall O from one lead P and flows 18 
any one of the serrations in the edge of collar through the pins IL, L,  to the collar K and 
K when collar K has been properly turned from it by contact to the cylinder F to one 
about cylinder Hi'. lamp lead. It returns through the other 

Upon being placed in s lamp socket as lead to the terminal plate 8, through the 
a6 illustrated for the case of a double contact single plunger R reaching the other battery 80 

base in Figurci 4, the pins L, L, on the collar lead P. The single plunger R en t 
I< are held fixed in po~iition by recesses in cisely the r81e of the two plungers F,S$rii 
the slots in the walls Q of the Ediswan above described in holding the lamp fixed in 
socket. The pins L, L, take this position position, and as the placing and adjushermt 

20 when the lamp is placed in the socket of the lamp in the socket are the same as 86 
in a manner precisely similar to those of that of the double contact base described no 
present ~ d i s w a n  bases. !The cylinder P, be- separate description for the single contmt 
ing free to move inside the collar K is base is necessary. The single contact base 
pushed forward into K by the plungers W, N, differs from the double contract base only in 
which slide, ilnder the action of springs V, having one circular contact terminal at the 90 
V, within recesses in the ends of the plugs center of the end surface instead of the two 
W, W, which are supported rigidly relative plates shown in Figure 2 for the double con- 
to the walls Q of the Ediswan socket by the tact base. Otherwise the two bases are ex- 
insulating core T, and to which plugs W, W, actly alike. 
the socket leads P, P, are connected. The H t  will be evidenh that by making the twth 06 
projection M of the cylinder F is thus en- in the edge of the collar K sufficiently nu- 
gaged with the toothed edge of the ,collar K merous and fine the precision with which the 
and the latter held firmly in the socket by lamp may be set as to angular position about 
the seatin under spring pressure of ichg pins its axis may be made as high as desirable for 
E, E, in t f e slut recesses of iche socket wdl. the service required. 108 
Now $0 turn the lamp in  the socket so as to  The form of the slotted recess in the s~cke t  
bring the desired portion of the surface of wall referred to in the foregoing de- 
the bulb uppermost, the lamp is pushed back scription is disclosed by Figure 6, in which 
against the pressure of the plungers N, N, Q denotes the socket wdl ,  and X one of two 
sufficiently to disengage the projection M of similar slots located diametrically opposite 106 
the cylinder P from tho toothed edge of col- each other in the socket wall. The slot. X 
lar B; the lamp is then turned inside the has a lateral enlargement at  iLs inner end 
collar K tm the desired position and allowed as shown, into which one of the lugs de- 

back until 26 again seats itself in noted by the letter L in the lamp base shown 
one of t e serrations on the edge of collar in Pigwe 1 may slide when the lamp is axe Lo 
K. The l imp is t h h  held rigidly in this placed in the socket, and in which the Bug L 
position under the pressure of &he plungers is lacked by the springs denoted by the let- 
N. N. The opaque portion of the lamp bulb ters V in Figure 4 and Figure 5. 
can thus be lo6aked to cut ofl the Bight in any What I claim is- 
desired direction about the axis of the lamp, I. I n  a support for incanclescent lamps 126 
no matter what may haw  been the positkn the combination of a cylindrical core at- 
of the slobs of $he saclcet wall, which WRS bhe t ~ h e d  to & lamp bulb and provided with B 
desired result. shoulder having a projection on its an- 

Current enatem the %amp through the sodref mIa r  face, a sleevo adapted to revolve and 
leads F; P, the plungers N, N, bearing slide on the cylindricaii core and provided aa@ 
on ~.hc: isrmina1 plates H, PI. 1x1 order &hut with indentataons adapted to engage the 
~,Es cani,ae& of plungers N, W, on plates 9, projecLion on the cylindrical core, and fnr- ., - h, shall Lake piace at all positions o-I-' the eher provided with radially projecting lugs, 
lamp the plates H, By are a a d e  to cover each a socket into which the said sleeve is adapt- 
nearly 180 degrees 01 cireukx rarc. ?kw- ed. to slide, recessed slots in the socket mall 128 
ever in order &hat the plates X9-H may njwer adapded to engage szid ratli:tily projecting 
shore circuit the two p1anger.s LT, N, khereby Ei:gs, and a memhai- actuated by springs in 
preveating the a m p  from glowing!., :hey tho socket struc$ure adapted to press the 
are made to cpver just enough less them n said radially projecting lugs of the sleeve 
hdl eirde so 8s nod i o ~ e c c h  r'mm one pdmgw into engagement with the recessctl slots of 13Q 



the socket wall and to press the said pro- face, and the other member movable rela- 
jection on the cylindrical core into engage- tive to the lamp bulb and provided with 20 
ment with the indentations of the s a d  serrations adapted to engage the said pro- 
sleeve. jection on the first member, and further 

5 2. The combination of an electric lamp provided with projecting lugs, with a socket 
bulb, a lamp base rigidly secured to the structure recessed to engage said projecting 
bulb: a socket, a rotatable sleeve on the lugs, and provided with a plunger actuated 25 
base adapted to be secured in the socket and by a spring adapted to hold the said pro- 
provided with radially projecting lugs, re- jection of the member first mentioned in 

l o  cessed slots in the socket wall adapted to engawnent with the said serrations of the 
engage said radially projecting lugs, and memker mentioned second, m d  thereby to 
spring contacts in the socket adapted to hold the said projecting lugs of the member 30 
lock the base to the sleeve and the sleeve to mentioned second in engagement with the 
the socket. said recesses of the socket structure. 

15 3. The combination of a lamp provided FREDERHCK IT. LYLE. 
with a base consisting of two members, one Witnesses: 
member fixed relative to the lamp bulb and E. B. L m ,  
provided with a projection on its annular GILWN B. CHABBB~B.  


